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Abstract. III the previous Pllper (Pupeilrls, 1992) the problem of off-line 
estimation of dynlimicliystems p.a.rameters in the presence of oU,tliers in oblter
vatious have been considered, when the filter generating iUI additive noise has 
a very special form. The .um of the given paper is the development, in such a 
case, of classical generalized least squares method (GLSM) algorithms for off-line 
estimation of unknoW1l parameterS, 0,£ dynamic systems. Two approaches using 
batch processing of the stored data are worked out. The first approach. is based 
on the application' Of 8-, H~, w- algorithms used for calculation of M-estimates, 
and the second one rests on the replacement.,of the corresponding values of the 
sample covarlance and cross-covariiUlce functions. by their robust iUlalogues in 
respective matrices of 9LSM and on a further application of the least squares 
(LS) parameter estim.tionalgorithms. The results of numerical simulation by 
IBM PC/AT (Table 1. are given. 

Key words: dy~amic system, parameter estimation, covariUGe ualysis, 
ouilieJ, robustness. 

1. Statement of the problem. Consider a single input :el: 
a.nd a single output YI: linear discrete-time system described by the 
difference equation 

JIlI = -01JfI:-1 - •• , - tJnYI:-n + ~lZI:-1 + ... + 'n:el:-n (1) 

Suppose that Jfl: is observed under ~diti:ve noise (i, i.e., 

then 
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Ut = - 6t Ut-l - '" - a .. Ui:_ .. + 61z t - 1 + ... 
+ b .. zl:_ .. + {. + Gt{t_t + ... + a .. {t_.. (3) 

or 

(4) 

by introducing the backward shift operator Z-1 defined by z-t Zt = 
Zi:-l, where 

(5) 

is a sequence of independent identically distributed variables with 
an t - contaminated distribution of the form 

(6) 

p({I:) is a probability density distribution of the sequence {t; 'Yi: 
is a random variable, taking values 0 or 1 with the probabilities 
p( 'YI: = 1) = t. p( 11: = 1) = 1 - t; Vi:, 1/1: are sequences of independent 
Gaussian variables with zero means and variances ".?, ".l respec
tively, 

.. 
8(Z-I) = E6;z-i, 

i~1 

" A(z-l) = ECIi.r-i ; 
i~l . 

n is the order of difference equation (1), respectivelYi 

(8) 

(9) 

W(z-l,h) is & noise filter transfer function, h ia a vector of par am
eters • 

. It is assumed that the roots of A(.r-1) are outside the unit circle 
ofthe %-1 plane. The true orders ofthe polynomials A(z-l), 8(z-l) 
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are known. The input ... ignal 2:1: is persis~ent excitation of an arbi
trary order according to (Astrom and Eykhoff,1971). 

The aim of the given paper is the development of ordinary 
GLSM algorithms for the computation of off-line estimates of the 

. unknown parameters of the dynamic system (1) - (9) in the pres
ence of outliers in observations. 

2. Parameter estimation in the absence of outliers in 
observations. Suppose that t = 0 in equation (6). In this case, 
as shown in (Astrom and Eykhoff, 1971; Isermann (1981); Young 
(1984); Ljung (1987) ) multivariate approaches are worked out to 
estimate the vector of unknown parameters. It is known that in 
the case when 

(10) 

an ordinary classical LS parameter estimation algorithm is used. 
On the other hand, it is also known that in a real situation, of 
course, relationship (10) is hardly satisfied. Therefore the ordinary 
LS used to estimate unknown parameters of a mathematical model 
of the dynamic system (1) - (9) is inefficient and that's why the 
estimates of the abpve.mentioned parameters will be biased. 

Clarke (1967)lwofIcs out the GLSM, which requires that 

( I -1 -1 
W(z-'1;h) = [1 + G(Z-l)] [l+A(z-l}] , (ll) 

-
where 

". 
1+ O{z-l) = Lg,z-i (12) 

i=l 

h is a-·vector of parameters which correspond to different combina
tions of a1, •..• ~ a.nd gl, .•. ,9,,_. 

This method is more flexible and more useful in practice than 
LS. In' this case the vector er = «(iT, bT) of the estimates .jiT = 
(01, ... ,0,,), bT = (bb"'';;'') of the respective parameters (7) and 
the vector gr = (g1o'" ,9".) ·of the estimates of the parameters 
gT = (91,." ,g".)~re ~cul,~d using two classical 18 of the form 
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t-j) =(9TU)9U)r19T(J)U(J) , (13) 

g<J) =(QT(j)Q(J»-lQTU>FJU) , (14) 

respectively, where. 

,?,(i) = «(iT(J) , bT(i») = (aY), ... JaW) J W), ... .b!P> , (15) 

grU) =(g«), ... ,g<j!) (16) 

are the estimates of parameters c a.nd g, which are calculated at 
the j-th iteration using thE' above mentionedLS alt;orithms; 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

-R.:.(i)(n - 1)] 
-R..(i)(n - 2) 

: (20) 

-Rv.(i)(O) -R...U)(n - 2) 

are n x n submatrices 
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is a. 2n vector; 

is a.n n, x n, symmetric ma.trix; 

is a. n, vector; 

.-i 

ReU)(n, - 1)] 
ReU)(n, - 2) 

R.U) (0) 

(22) 

R Ul(') - 1 E (.U) -.)( ·U) -.) ~ ,- -.-. z~ -z z~_I-z i=O,m (24) 
. 8 -, 

~=l 

are va.lues of the covaria.nce functioll of filtered input %;, 
.-i 

11 (j)(.) __ 1_ '"' (e(j) .. _) (.U) -.) 
~.... ,- . LJ"~ - " ,,~_. - U i = O,m (25) 

8 -, ~=l 

are vaJues of the covaria.nce function of filtered output "i, 

I. I-i . 
11 U)Ii) _! 1 '"' (e(j) -e) (e(j) -.) 
~""~ \! - --. LJ "I: - U z~_i - Z , 

. 8 -, 
I ~=l 

.-i 

R (j)( ') - 1 E (e(j) -e) (.(j) -.) ~u ,- --, %1: - Z "J:-i - U , 
8-1 

1:=1 

(26) 

are vaJues of cross-covaria.nce functions which are caJcula.ted using 
the filtered sequences z;U) a.nd u;(j) of sa.mple size B; 

... 1 .-1 

R.U>(al= --:E(e~)-i)(e~2i-i) 
8 -I ~=1 

are va.lues of covaria.nce functions of the residuaJs el:; 

I 

-. -1 '" .(j) Z =8 LJZI: , 

1:=1 

• 
-. -1 '" .(j) U =8 LJUI: , 

~=1 

• 
e = 8-1 Ee~), 

.. 1:=1 

(27) 
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(29) 

rn = n - 1, rn, = n, - 1. 

The algorithm (13) - (29) of the GLSM is an iterative proce
dure used for off-line estimation of the above mentioned parame
ters. Each iteration of the GL5M algorithm consists of six steps. 
At the first step of the first iteration (j = 1) the sequences z ~(j) 
and u:(j) k = r:s are obtained using equation (28), where ini
tial values of the estimates chosen beforehand, are substituted. 
At the second step the values of the covariance R~(j)(i), R.Y) (i) 
and cross-covariance R,./il(i), RnU)(i) i = O,~ functions are cal
culated using filtered sequences z;U), u;U) k = r:s and formu
las (24) - (26). At the third step the vector of the estimates 
-:::TU) (-:::V) ~(j» -bTU) ~') bU'»' b' cl . t h a = a l , ..• ,a" , = \111 , ••• ,,, IS 0 talne usmg e 
ordinary L5 of the form (13). At the fourth step the sequence of 
the residual e~) is generated using formula (29) and the estimates 

~TU) _ (-:::V) ~i» -TU) _ fiij) ~U» 
a - at , ... ,a .. , 6 - \6i , ... ,6" J 

which are substituted into the polynomials ..49)(Z-I) and BU)(z-l). 
At the fifth step the values of the covariance function i = o,m are 
calculated using an equation of the form (27) and the sequence 
of e~), generated at the previous step. At the sixth step the vec
tor grU) = (g(j) •...• "t!1) is obtained using the ordinary L5 of the 
shape (14). Then the iterative stepwise procedure is repeated for 
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j = 2,3, ... until the respective stopping condition will be satisfied 
(Eykhoff, 1974). 

3. Two approaches for parameter estimation in the 
presence of outliers in observations. In equation (6) it was 
assumed that t = o. Now let us consider the case when this assump
tion is invalid. It is known (Novovicova, 1987) that both in this case 
and for W(z-l; h) of the form (10) M-estimates of unknown param
eters eT = (aT, 6T) of the linear discrete-time dynamical system (1) 
- (10) can be calculated using three procedures: the S-algorithm, 
the H-algorithm, and the W-algorithm. On the other hand, the pa
rameter estimation procedure for W(Z-lih) of the shape (11) and 

.c::f. 0 isn't worked out up till now. That's why in this section we try 
to solve this problem using two approaches. By the first approach 
the two classical LS of the form (13) and (14) are replaced either 
by two S-algorithms 

2f.c+l) = t/) + ~[t"'(ep) /(1)CPP)!p~U)rl 
1=1 ., 

x LtP(eY)/u)cpP), (30) 
1=1· 

~+1) =~) +~(ttP'(eP)/C1)w~j)w~U)rl 
t=1 

• 
x E ,,(~j) /~)w}j), (31) 

1=1 

. or by .. two H-algorithms . 

tj,,+1) = tf) +~[tcpp)cprU)rl 
t:l ' 

11 

x EtP(~)/tr)cpy~, (32) 
~ t=1 
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• 
x LtP(e~j)/iT)WlP), (33) 

1=1 

or by two W -algorithms 

• 
x LtP(eP}/~)~Y), (34) 

'=1 

• ~+l) = tt,} + iT [E WP}WlP}WI~U}]-1 
.=1 

o 

x E tP(e~j) liT)WlP), (35) 
.=1 

respectively. 
Here 

~) 'LT -::(J) -::(J) W) W) 
CM = (tiM,6M) = (C1M,···,a"M,61M,· .. ,6"M) 
-:rU) _ -:<J) -:<J) , 
gM - (glM,· .. ,g".M) 

are the estimates of parameter polynomials (8) and (12) which are 
calculated at the j-th iteration using the above mentioned algo
rithms; ~ is a scale value of the robust estimate; tP(~) I~), tP(t:~j) l(j) 
are tP-vectors which can be chosen according to Stockinger and Out
ter (1987), NovovieoYa (1991); whereas tP(v)/v is non-increasing for 
v> 0 and 

Jim -9(v)/v = A: < 00; __ 0 

tP'(e¥) ~), tP(e~) l(j) &re the first order partial derivatives of the 
tP(~) la.) a.nd tP(eP) l(j), respectively; 
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e(j) - ti UJT(j)-:!Jc ") ,-,- ... , 
eY) = u: - ~:U)CV) 

&re the errors of a generalized equation and a filtered generalized 
equation at the jth iteration; 

are the· vectors of observations of the output and input, respec
tively; 

tiP) = { ~"'(~) {Q)/~) for e~;) t- 0 

t I: for ~}=O' 

uP) = { ~~(e~j) I~)/e~) for e~j) '" 0 
t I: for e~j) = 0 " 

I • 

The second a.pproach is ba.sed on the robust cova.riance analy-
sis and ordinary liS algorithms for parameter estimation (Pupeikis, 
1992). In order to increa.se their efficiency it is necessary to re
place the respective a.veraging linear operators in matrices (18), 
(20), (22) and vectors (21), (23) by their nonlinear robyst ana
logues according to Pupeikis (1990). For this purpose in each it
eration j = 1,2, ... of parameter estimation the values of the sam
ple covariance and cross-covariance functions m1)(O), m1)(I), .. ". 

(j) (j) ..Ji) (j) (j) (j) .m; (n -I), .m; (n), JtU~(O), .m;1:(l),." .• ~~(n - I). m&r(n), are re-
placed in respective matrices by their robust a.nalogues, i.e. ,.<.;)( u:), 
,.<.;)( UI:1£I:_1) •...• ,.<.;)( UI:UI:-n+1), rU)( UkUI:_n), ,.cJ}( UI:%I:), ,.<.;) 
(UI:%I:_~)"" ,,,u>(1£I;%I:-n+1), "u)(UI:%I:_n), ,.u>(uizi}, "<';)(u;z;_l)' 
... ,,,u)(ut%t_n+1)' "u) (utzi), ,.u>(Ut%i_l),· .. ,rU>(UtZt_n+l)' ,.u) 
(Ut%t_n),,.u>(eket), ,.u>(el:el:_1) •... ,,,u>(el:el:_ft .+1) 

Then, in equation (17) 



,r.(j) _ .(j) _ 
11'12 - ""21 -

and in equation (21) 

-r(j)(r; Ut_I) 
-r(j) (utr;) 

~)(U;Ut._n+1) ) "u)(u;ut_n+2) 

. . 
"u}(u;u;) 

-"u)(riut-n+l) ) 
-"u) (r; ui-n+2) 

-,.(j)(utz:} , 

-,u)(~ ••• _,). \ 

-"u)(utUt_ .. ) I 
r(j)(rou· ) J . t t-l 

"u) (·z· u· ) 
" t-.. 

On the other hand, in equation (22) the matrix (r(j)QUl will 
be of the form 

,.(i) (ftet_ d 
"u)( etft) 

and the vector QT(j) EJ) of the form 

"u)(etft-n,+l) ) 
"u)(e"ft_n.+2) . 

"u)(e"e,,) · 
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In this case variou::; robust estimates of the corresponding co

varianc.e functions can be used (Gnanadesikan and Kettenring, 
1972). 

The estimates obtained by the first approach are solutions of 
the respective nonlinear equations requiring an inversion of the cor·· 
responding matrices at each iteration and some initial conditions. 
The problem of stopping the calculations of M-estimates will arise 
here too. As shown in (Pupeikis, 1992) the second approach is 
more helpful and simpler than the first one. 

4. Simulation results. As an example we consider the disc
rete-time object of the form 

Z-I <I: 
Ui: = XI: + . (36) 

1 + 0.7z-1 (1 + O.7Z-1)(1 - 1.5z-· + O.7z-') 

or 
Ut - O.8Ut_l - O.35ui:_2 + 0.49Ut_3 

= Xi:-l - 0.8Xt_2 - O.35xk_3 + 0.49Xt_4 + ~t , 
where eT = (0.7,1) and gT = (-1.5,0.7) are real parameters, whose 
estimates will b~ obtained using formulas (13), (14), whereas ma
trices (17), (22) Cat1 be rewritten in the forms' 

~-t(ihj(j) = s '''''. -.~ .. .; (rh)(o) D(j)(O») 
-1&)(0) J4l){O) , 

C) C) 
QT(j)Q(i) _ (Ro' (0) Ro' (1») 

- s R~)(l) R~j)(O) 

and vectors (21), (23) in the forms 

respectively. 
Then, 

C) 
~T(i) UU) = 6 (-R:ij (1») 

1&J(l) , 
(j) 

QTfJ) EV) = s (R'e~ (1») 
~)(2) ) . 



and 
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ql = .R<.jl(O)R~P(O) - R?~)(O). 

q, = R;(j) (0) - R;W(l). 

In order to calculate the robust estimates of Ill, bl and 9\. 92 it 
is necessary to write the robust analogues in matrices in (37), (38) 
instead of the respective values of covariance and cross-covariance 
functions. Then we obtain 

where 

Ql,. = RY)(O),.U)(uD - r 2(j)(uk Zt), 
q2r = ,.2(j)(eD - ,.2U)(ekek_l}' 

As robust analogues of the respective values of covariance and 
cross-covariance functions for each it.eration i = 1,2, ... we choose 
here 
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where 

. . . 
ZIl = Za: - ~, 

i. = ell - ITU!d(~ll, 

{
(Ut) L:t.1 for odd -

med(u;) = ![(Ui)f- J for even_ 

+(u;)t+1 

{
(ell) L:t.1 for odd • 

med(ell) = i [(ell) i-I· for even 6. 

+(e.,) 1+1 

Realizations of independent Gaussian variables {I: with zero 
mean and unitary dispersion and the sequence of the second order 
AR model of the form 

(41) 

were used as the input sequence %1:. A realization ofthe discrete AR 
process was generAt.ed as the additive noise according to equation 
lU), where A(Z-l) = 0.7z-· 1 and G(z-l) = -1.5:- 1 +0.7z- 2 • ~I: is a 
sequence of independent identically distributed variables of shape 
(5) with the e-contaminated distribution (6) and ~~ = 1, ~~ = 100. 
Ten experiments with different realizations of noise~; were carried 
out at the noise level A = ~l./~: = 0.1. In each itb experiment the 
estimates of parameters 41 = 0.7, 61 = 1 and 91 = -1.5, 92 = 0.7 of 
equation (36) were obtained using formulas (37) - (40) and 6:: 100. 
In addition, further we replaced the observation Uso in the following 
way 

U50 = U50 + 100 I "50 I (42) 

and processed it together with other observations in formulas (31) 
- (40). Then we repeated the estimation of the above mentioned 
pa.rametf'rs once more. 
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Table 1 illustrates the values of bl • al. gl and 92 averaged by 
10 experiments according to the formula. 

1 10 

K = - 2:1C(i) 
10 i=l 

(43) 

a.nd their confidence intervals 

(44) 

where It is an averaged respective value; It(,) is the estimat.e of the 
respective parameter IC obtained after the iih experiment; q It ill 

the estimate of the variance ?'It; a = 0.05 is the significance level; 
·ta = 2.26 is the 100(1 - a)% point of Student's distribution with 
v = L - 1 degree of freedom; L = 10 is the number of experiments. 

In Table 1 the first and second lines correspond to the esti· 
mates, obtained by using formulas (37), (38) and the third and 
fourth ones - to the estimates, obtained by applying formulas (39), 
(40). Besides, the first a.nd third lines correspond to the estimait'"$ 
obtained in the case of e-contaminated distribution (6) of noise a.nd 
the second and fourth ones - to the estimates, obtained by applying 
the sequence 'Ilk wit,h damaged uso according tq formula, (42). 

Table 1. Avera~ediestimates 61, al. 6t. 92 and their confidl"lce 
intervhls ' 

hi ±Ah al ± 6.41 91 ± tl.~ L-J 92 ± llg; 

1.05 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01 -2.10 ± 0.02 1.66 ± O. 
-3.40 ± 0.31 -0.13 ± 0.01 0.12± 0.01 0.15 ± O. 

0.43 ± 0.03 0.37± 0.06 -1.54 ± 0.17 1.13 ± 0.1 
0.31 ± 0.02 0.49± 0.06 -1.08 ± 0.08 0.70± o. _. 

02 I Ol 
6 ' 

o.~_.J 

It follows from the simulation results, presented in Table 1, 
that in 'the case of t-contaminated distribution (6) the accuracy of 
the averaged estimates 61. at calculated by formula (37 ) is higher 
tha.n that of the same estimates obtained by formula (39). The 
accuracy of the e~timaJes foU the parameters 11, !/"J is higher in the 
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opposite case. On the other hand, we have always prefered the 
approach, based on the robust parameter estimation using formu
laS (39), (40), when the noise, acting on the output of dynamical 
system (1) has a very large outlier (iiso is generated by equation 
( 42». 

5. Conclusions. The results of numerical simulation carried 
out by computer, prove the efficiency of the robust approach, based 
on a replacement of the corresponding values of sample covariance 
and cross-covariance functions by their robust analogues in respec
tive matrices and on a; further application of the two ordinary clas
sical LS parameter estimation algoritliins. The above mentioned 
appro~ch can be used instead of the iterative M-procedures in a 
case of very large outliers in autoregressive noise. 
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